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Abstract

Estimates of Amazon rainforest gross primaty productivity (GPP) differ by a factor of 2
across a suite of three statistical and 18 process models. This wide spread contributes uncertainty to
predictions of future climate. We compare the mean and variance of GPP from these models to that
of GPP at six eddy covariance (EC) towers. Only one model's mean GPP across all sites falls within a
99% confidence interval for EC GPP, and only one model matches EC variance. The strength of model
response to climate drivers is related to model ability to match the seasonal pattern of the EC GPP.
Models with stronger seasonal swings in GPP have stronger responses to rain, light, and temperature
than does EC GPP. The model to data comparison illustrates a trade-off inherent to deterministic models
between accurate simulation of a mean (average) and accurate responsiveness to drivers. The trade-off
exists because all deterministic models simplify processes and lack at least some consequential driver
or interaction. If a model's sensitivities to included drivers and their interactions are accurate, then
deterministically predicted outcomes have less variability than is realistic. If a GPP model has stronger
responses to climate drivers than found in data, model predictions may match the observed variance and
seasonal pattern but are likely to overpredict GPP response to climate change. High or realistic variability
of model estimates relative to reference data indicate that the model is hypersensitive to one or more
drivers.

Plain Language Summary

Global climate models must accurately represent many processes,
including the rate at which plants convert sunlight, water, and CO 2 into sugar. The enormous Amazon
rainforest is extremely biologically productive, so the region strongly influences global CO 2 cycling.
Measurements from instruments on towers in the Amazon, despite imperfections, seem to provide the
most accurate estimates of rainforest plant productivity rates that exist. We compare tower estimates to 18
global models, focusing on subtle dty versus wet rainforest seasons. Generically, reality is more variable
than models simulate. If a model accurately represents changes to an outcome when predictor variables
change, predictions will have a narrower spread than is realistic. Accuracy errors can overwhelm the
smoothing tendency, however. Models that add random uncertainty are an alternative in some simple
situations, but the tendency toward narrowed predictions remains problematic for climate models.
Modeled monthly plant productivity poorly matches tower estimates. About half the models have stronger
seasonal cycles than the towers and half have less. By mathematical logic, the models with high seasonal
spread must be overly responsive to inputs. As expected, the strongly seasonal models simulate greater
change in productivity in response to variations in rain amounts than tower data suggest is realistic.

1. Introduction
Modeling the productivity of tropical forests is important for accurate climate predictions. The main reason
is that the most productive biome in the world disproportionately drives global carbon and water cycles.
Model estimates of current rainforest productivity va1y by two-fold even afte r model differences in simulated precipitation are removed (Malhi et al., 2009; Poulter, Aragao, et al., 2010). The spread in simulations of
current rainforest productivity is wider than for other biomes (Anav et al., 2015; Beer et al., 2010; Cavaleri
et al., 2015; Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Jung et al. , 2020; Mystakidis et al., 2016). Tropical forest decline has
the potential to accelerate climate change (Allen et al. , 2010; Levine et al., 2016; Malhi, Aragao, Galbraith,
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et al., 2009). Any models that predict unrealistically weak responsiveness to weather imply unreasonable
reassurance of continuing very high tropical productivity despite climate change. Excessive net weather
responsiveness, on the other hand, will predict more change and likelihood of ecosystem collapse than is
realistic.
As we will show (Section 3.4), in many earth system models (ESMs) tropical gross prima1y productivity
(GPP) depends largely on fo ur environmental drivers: temperature, precipitation, CO 2 concentrations, and
top-of-canopy insolation. Each of these climate characteristics has been or soon will be altered in the Amazon. The simplest trends are for temperature. Rainforest temperature has already increased (Corlett, 2011 ;
Gloor et al., 2015; Jimenez-Munoz et al. , 2013 ; Malhi and Wright, 2004) and will keep rising (Bathiany
et al. , 2018).
Rainfall in the Amazon is likely to become more variable (Chadwick et al., 20 15; Feng et al. , 2013). A tendency for dry periods to be more extreme is already observed (Fu et al. , 2013 ; Gloor et al., 2013). Greater
frequency of rainfall extremes reduces productivity because losses during droughts typically exceed gains
during pluvials (Murray-Tortarolo et al., 2016; X. Wang et al., 2014), variability can reduce soil water recharge (Ryan, 2011) and floods can have opposing effects on productivity (Aragao et al. , 2014; Brienen
et al., 2016; Hawes & Peres, 2016). Studies reach differing conclusions about whether rai nfores ts currently
are net carbon sources or sinks either overall (Aragao et al. , 20 14; Brienen et al., 2015; Cleveland et al., 2015;
Gatti et al. , 2021) or specifically during drought years (Doughty et al. , 2015; Feldpausch et al. , 2016; Gatti
et al., 2014). The direction of net change in Amazon rainfall remains uncertain (Gloor et al. , 2012; W. Li
et al., 2006, 2008; Poulter, Aragao, et al., 2010). El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a key control on
tropical precipitation (Liu et al. , 2017; Lopes et al., 2016; Panisset et al. , 2018). A recent review concludes
that so far models disagree about even a direction of change for ENSO frequency or amplitude (S. Yang
et al., 2018).
Rising ambient CO 2 may be increasing rainforest GPP, but availability of water, nutrients, and suitable
temperature may limit the extent of future change (Cox et al. , 2013 ; Rammig et al., 2010). More CO 2 can
increase productivity directly and reduce stress from water loss (Keenan et al., 2013 ; SWann et al., 2016), and
can increase GPP by supporting higher leaf area (Z. Zhu et al. , 2016) and extend the growing season (van der
Sleen et al., 2015). Unlike in most of the world, in the tropics phosphorus rather than nitrogen is typically
the most limiting nutrient (Castanho et al. , 2013; Quesada et al. , 2009 ; X. Yang et al., 2014).
Predictions about net change in GPP due to changing rainforest insolation are less clear even than for
rain. Reduced cloudiness has slightly increased the light available within Amazon tree canopies (Barkhordarian et al., 2017), though whether the trend is either anthropogenic or robust is unclear (Wielicki
et al. , 2002). Pollution and tropical fires reduce incoming light. On the other hand, the aerosols scatter light
deeper into canopies, increasing the productivity of subcanopy leaves (Butt et al., 2009; Rap et al. , 2015 ;
Yan et al. , 2017). Fire's other simultaneous effects on GPP, including feedbacks that can increase post-fire
surface temperature (E. A. Davidson et al., 2012), complicate sorting out how fire affects tropical GPP
through light.
Data sets related to GPP, which are the foundation for assessing and improving model performance, have
special limitations for the tropics. For remote sensing, tropical challenges are frequent cloud contamination, and global minima in revisit frequencies and portion of nadir views. Also, seasonal variability of light
and temperature are stronger and therefore easier for satellites to measure outside of the tropics. In consequence, accuracy of satellite GPP estimates tends to be lowest for the tropics (Alemohammad et al., 2017;
MacBean et al., 20 18; Ryu et al., 2019). In situ data is therefore especially valuable for reducing uncertainty
about tropical GPP (Cavaleri et al. , 2015).
We explore the fidelity of modeled Amazonian GPP to eddy covariance (EC) flux tower data. We compare
a suite of process and statistical models to six evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF) EC sites from the Largescale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia. The first hypothesis is that each model accurately
hindcasts the mean and variance of EC GPP both overall and at individual sites. Next, the sensitivity of
GPP to current month's precipitation, temperature, and insolation for each model is summarized using linear regression. The degree to which this simple description fully characterizes the inner workings of each
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model indicates the linear importance of weather to the models. We hypothesize that long-term site mean
productivity, rain, temperature, and light drive most of the variation in simulated GPP.
This study features the inevitable trade-off for regression predictions between accurate variability and accurate sensitivity to predictors. By definition, models simplify, which means that any model omits some driver
variable(s) and/or process complexities. When deterministic predictions are accurately sensitive to included
predictors, unrealistically low variability is inevitable. Specific to GPP, the regression slopes for each weather driver reveal the model's effective sensitivity to climate change. We hypothesize the driver slopes will be
reaso nably accurate as indicated by similarity to EC slopes.
The tendency for predictions to be less variable than source data when responsiveness is accurate provides
a tool to assess model sensitivity to drivers. Accurate or high outcome variability suggests excessive model
response to changes in drivers. The greater the predictive power of weather for EC GPP, the greater the
portion of dynamism that models heavily reliant on weather can accurately reproduce. From the logic, we
hypothesize that models with high variability as indicated by seasonal amplitude greater than that of ECs
are overly sensitive to weather.
Next, we assess the phase rather than amplitude of seasonality. We calculate the month of annual minimum
productivity for each model as one descri ptor of responsiveness to recurring drought stress. The null hypothesis is that EC timing matches that of modeled GPP. Alternatively, differences suggest potentially insufficient
access to and/or presence of modeled soil moisture. Lagged and cumulative effects of rain are described
qualitatively in the analysis section but data limitations preclude their inclusion in the numeric assessments.
Finally, we illustrate more broadly the wide-ranging consequences for land surface models of the inevitable
realism trade-off between variability of predicted outcomes and responsiveness to model drivers.

2. Methods
2.1. Model Data Sources
We compare EC GPP to 15 process models and three statistical models. The statistical models, Fluxcom,
WeCann , and the vegetation process model (VPM), each have fared well in global accuracy intercomparisons. Multi-scale synthesis and Terrestrial Model Intercomparison Project (MsTMIP; Huntzinger
et al. , 2014; Wei et al. , 2014) SG3 ru ns for 14 process models have common initial land cover maps, land
use and land cover change, spin-up procedures, and atmospheric CO 2 and weather inputs. To MsTMIP
we added SiB4 (Haynes, Baker, Denning, Sti:ickli, et al. , 2019; Haynes, Baker, Denning, Wolf, et al. , 2019),
a recent major revision to the participating SiB3 model and which now has prognostic phenology.
The evaluation period is limited to 2000- 2010 to facilitate comparison of process models to statistical
models that rely on satellite data. WeCann starts in 2007 with the earliest satellite data set for solar-induced fluorescence. WeCann is included only in basinwide comparisons because its shorter period for
approximating seasonal cycles at tower sites means that the variability of WeCann GPP would appear
artificially high relative to other models. Methods summarized in this section are described further in
Text S2 (Andreae, 2002; Aragao et al., 2007; Bonan et al., 2011 ; Carswell et al. , 2002; Chapin et al., 2006;
Clark & Clark, 2011 ; Costa & Cohen, 2007; Domingues et al. , 2005; R. A. Fisher et al. , 2006; Goulden
et al., 1996; Grace et al., 1995; Hutyra et al. , 2007; Iwata et al., 2005; Khodaparast et al., 2008; Malavelle
et al. , 2019; Malhi, Aragao, Metcalfe, et al. , 2009; Miller et al. , 2004; Negr6n Juarez et al. , 2009; Oleson &
Lawrence, 2013; Oliveira et al., 2005; Pyle et al., 2008; Rice et al. , 2004; Saleska et al. , 2003; Xu et al. , 2015;
Zhang et al. , 2016).
To assess how well each model's behavior at EC sites represent its depiction of the whole Amazon, some
basinwide comparisons are provided. The study area is northern South America. We refer to the world's
largest rainfo rest as the Amazon although we do not use a strict watershed bounda1y. The study cells are
limited to 42°-81 °Wand 12°N-21°S, excluding Central America both north of 7°N and west of 77.5°W. Selecting grid cells whose MsTMIP tiled plant functional types (PFTs) are at least 50% EBF limits the study to
rainforest vegetation. Figure 1 shows the portion of each study cell that MsTMIP codes as EBF.
All the models in this study depict tropical photosynthesis in simplified ways. The models characterize
each grid cell as either a single PFT or as one instance each of multiple cohabiting PFTs. The enzyme
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kinetics models explicitly simulate only one or t'-vo representative leaves.
The process models have no information about cell-level stand demographics, logging, herbivory, floods, or regional subsurface water flow.
Also omitted are response to nutrient limitations and changes in photosynthetic efficiency due to leaf replacement that may vary seasonally
and with drought. Some newer versions of these and other models do
or soon may include some of the elaborations (J. B. Fisher et al., 2014;
Keenan et al. , 2012; Thomas et al., 2013). We assume nevertheless that
ESMs neither will nor probably should ever represent eve1y consequential influence on modeled natural processes. Instead, we ask what must
be accommodated to the reality of missing predictors. And at the end of
the study, we offer limited suggestions about how.
2.2. Eddy Covariance Data Source

The six EC sites to which modeled GPP is compared are Manaus Kilometer 34 (K34), Caxiuana (CAX), Reserva Jaru (RJA), Rio Javaes-Bananal
(BAN), Tapajos Kilometer 83 (K83), and Tapajos Kilometer 67 (K67) (Re50-69% ■ 70-94% ■ 95-99% ■ 100%
strepo-Coupe et al., 2021 ). Sites are listed in orde r of average d1y seaFigure 1. Study area, which includes all shaded cells. The Multi-scale
son length for 1998-2011, from 2.2 months at K34 to 5.2 months at K67.
synthesis and Terrestrial Model Intercomparison Project land plant
Annual precipitation as measured on site and averaged fo r the duration
functional types distribution in 86% of study cells is at least 90% evergreen
of each tower's operation ranges from 1,220 to 1,975 mm, in the same
broadleaf tree , or almost pure rainforest. Orange dots are locations of eddy
rank order as dry season length. Mean annual temperature is ve1y simcovariance towers. Sites Tapajos Kilometer 67 (K67) and Tapajos Kilometer
ilar across sites, ranging from 25.3 to 26.3°C. The dominant vegetation
83 (K83) are so close to each other that their location dots overlap.
at each site is EBF. Figure 1 maps the tower locations. Table Sl gives
additional site descriptions, and Text S2 includes a summa1y of some site
particulars. Compared to the full range of modeled productivity across the Amazon basin, the GPP of EC
cells is slightly higher than average (Text S3). The tendency is a methodological strength. Both satellites and
EC da ta indicate that tropical fores t GPP is the highest in the world (Anav et al., 2015). While ecosystems
with lower productivity can be studied in multiple biomes, nowhere but in rainforests can the ve1y top of
the GPP scale be monitored in situ.
Percent of Cell's Land Area with Broadleaf Evergreen Trees

Some naming and unit conventions apply throughout the study. We define "site" as an EC location. "EC"
refers more specifically to measurements made at a site and their derivatives. GPP estimates from each process or statistical model for the grid cell containing a site are matched to the months for which data exists at
each tower. By "current weather" we mean light, temperature, and precipitation in the same month as GPP.
Precipitation is monthly total in mm. Light is monthly mean top-of-canopy short-wave radiation under all
sky conditions, in wm- 2 . Mean monthly temperature is measured in °C, and GPP in gcm- 2d- 1.
Unless noted, MsTMIP is the source of weather data used to assess modeled GPP responsiveness. Modeled
GPP could instead be compared to on-site meteorology measured with each EC's instruments. Model simulations based on tower meteorology would provide cleaner comparisons than GPP calculated from weather
streams that represent entire grid cells. However, the MsTMIP models used reanalysis data and there is not
a parallel set of runs for specific EC cells fo rced with tower meteorology. Correlations of MsTMIP weather
drivers for each month of EC operation with weather measured on site are 0.77, 0.63, and 0.46 for rain,
temperature, and light, respectively.
EC towers are flawed benchmarks for GPP. Measured net ecosystem exchange is a small and imperfectly
measured residual whose much larger offsetting components of GPP and ecosystem respiration must be
modeled. A particularly thorny issue is lack of closure in energy budgets. Measured energy leaving a site
does not equal measured energy entering (da Rocha et al. , 2009; Jung et al., 2019; von Randow et al., 2004).
Where GPP seasonal cycles are mild, as in the tropics, closure corrections introduce relatively more noise
(Clark et al. , 2017; Tramontana et al., 2016). These weaknesses are serious. Nevertheless, we take tower
estimates to be the best reference data available. We accept their GPP responsiveness to individual drivers
as true to the extent of being qualitatively strongly positive, strongly negative, or weak.
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2.3. Statistical Methods Used
We compare statistical and process models to EC GPP mostly with simple statistics. Means and/ or variances
are contrasted, in some cases binned by values of a driver. While a few t-tests for the likelihood of true diffe rence in population means are described, in most cases the divergences are so large relative to confidence
intervals that they obviate formal testing.
Simulation models are ranked by the amplitude of their seasonal cycles. To describe annual GPP cycles
across outliers for EC data that have missing data and uneven numbers of observation years per month, we
fit Fourier series fo r each site and model. Earth's annual insolation cycle is sinusoidal, giving Fourier transformatio ns inherent good fit for some ecological processes. A Fourier series recognizes sequencing, such as
whether GPP peaks in the same month every year. Variance captures only the degree to which some individual monthly means are higher or lower than the overall mean regardless of time of year. Characterizing
seasonal cycles of GPP with four pairs of Fourier terms is a compromise between overfitting and unrealistic
simplification. The first pair of terms can be thought of as creating an annual cycle, the second allows for
asymmetric shoulders, and the third and fourth provide for limited shaping of the annual peak and trough.
We label the difference between maximum and minimum month ly GPP in a site's Fourier cycle as seasonal
amplitude.
Regressions characterize each model's responsiveness to weather drivers. The equations allow the drivers' individual influences on GPP to be parsed and evaluated (Hamby, 1994). With differing future trends
expected for each weather element, a model with retrospectively credible responsiveness to each driver is
more likely to predict reliably. Equation 1 is an example of the form and describes EC GPP.
OPP = -213 + (0.0043 * Rain )+ (-0.012 * Light) + (0.74 * Temperature)
P - values: Intercept, rain, and temperature < 0.0001 ; Light= 0.11

(1)

Adjusted R2 = 0.12; Residual standard error = 1.7; n = 260

Descriptive regressions allow comparisons across models that have greatly varying underlying forms and
source data. Treating each month as an independent observation, the linear fo rm is accurate in capturing a
model's average responsiveness to weather during the period each EC operated. But if a model's sensitivity
is non-linear, so that change in GPP depends not only on the magnitude of change but also the specific value
of a driver, the linear form cannot fully describe model sensitivity to outlier values of weather nor, therefore,
for a novel future climate.
The descriptive regressions do not reproduce the calculations by which each model derives GPP. For example, models based on enzyme kinetics have no internal regression coefficient for temperature, but instead multiple calculations involving temperature. In some models a key parameter is QlO (Huntingford
et al., 2013), the exponent for a rate multiplier to rubisco carboxylation per increase of 10°C. The value of
QlO may be derived from bench or field research. QlO is not estimated directly for rainforests due to lack of
source data, and because in theory the parameter is constant for all chlorophyll (but see Alster et al., 2020).
Observationally based adjustments for each PFf's optimum temperature may occur. Higher temperature
may affect photosynthesis rates by increasing vapor pressure deficit and surface evaporation rates, thus
eventually acting also through soil moisture (Gloor et al., 2015). This partial list of mechanisms by which
temperature can affect GPP illustrates that nudging a process model for some desired change in net sensitivity evokes tugging on the universe.

2.4. Deterministic Predictions Have Less Variability Than Source Data
A model can predict only what it "knows" about. Model predictions simulate the subset of the source data's
variability that the included inputs and selected mathematical forms can explain (Vogel, 1999). Models
cannot simulate the portion of actual dynamism that omitted influences determine (Farmer & Vogel, 2016).
Model simplifications reduce the variance of predicted outcomes relative to the variance of measured outcomes, a characteristic we label as "flattening." Text Sl (R. Davidson & MacKinnon, 2004; Greene, 2012)
formally expresses the statistical origin of flattening.
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Figure 2. A random sample of simulated observations illustrates that the dynamism of derived regression predictions is necessarily less than the dynamism of
the source data. Panel A shows the linear effect of temperature on gross primary productivity (GPP) for the underlying data and in the regression predictions.
The frequency distributions of observed and predicted GPP from the unbiased regression in panel A is summarized in panel B. Panels C and D show predictions
from the same source data for the same temperatures and with the same predicted mean GPP but with an arbitrarily doubled regression slope. While simulated
variance in panels C and D better reproduces the source data's variance, the cost is predictions that overstate the consequences for GPP of a unit change in
temperature.

An example with randomly generated data illustrates flattening. If GPP for some location comes with no
additional information, the best estimate of any other GPP value is the observed average. The GPP observations are not identical and have a non-zero variance, yet the best predictions are identical with zero variance.
If matched temperature data exist and the relationship is approximately linear, a regression gives improved
predictions (Figure 2a). But as the contrast in spread of blue versus red frequency bars in Panel B displays,
predicted GPP is still less variable than the measurements. Omitted influences unde rlie the residual errors.
The label "variance of predictions" may mean either of two concepts. For the variance of prediction coefficients, often shown as a confidence interval, smaller is preferable. This study addresses instead the spread
across a model's predictions. More realistic is better, which often means bigger. The generic concept of simulating a higher proportion of natural variability we refer to as model dynamism. Simulations of responses
to seasons and weather create some but not all of the dynamism in GPP models.
There are two ways that a model with a fixed form and set of predictors can generate predictions with more
dynamism than does an accurate regression of the source data. First is deliberate addition of random variation. Stochastic modeling is considered in the discussion. Otherwise, this study addresses only deterministic models, in which a set of predictor values generates the same outcome each time the model runs. The
second-way model predictions can have higher variability than source data is inflated driver responsiveness.
Sensitivity, or responsiveness, is marginal change in outcome per unit change in a predictor (Friedlingstein
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et al. , 2006; Hamby, 1994). In a regression, responsiveness corresponds to
slope coefficients.
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Figure 3. The mean values and variability of gross primary productivity
(GPP) predicted by 17 models for 1° cells that encompass an Amazon
flux tower show large differences from eddy covariance (EC) benchmark
values. The 17 model values are designated by letters, with names listed in
Figure 4. The parallel vertical and horizontal lines are bootstrapped 99th
percentile confidence intervals around flux tower GPP metrics ("O"). All
the 17 models have either means or variances outside the intervals, and
all but models "S" and "V" have values fal ling outside both confidence
intervals. The confidence bounds reflect only the distribution of calculated
monthly means and do not include uncertainty in EC GPP. The y-axis has
a log 10 scale.

Excessive responsiveness can more than offset the underlying influence
of flattening. Figure 2 illustrates the mechanism. Panel (a)'s predictions
represent true responsiveness given the source data. GPP responsiveness
to temperature has been artificially doubled in panels (c) (individual data
points) and (d) (frequency distributions). The result of the introduced error is wider spread in GPP predictions along the y-axis in panels (c) and
(d). Because the slope in panels (c) and (d) is inaccurate, the consequences fo r simulated GPP of the warmest temperatures are excessive and vice
versa. Exaggerating a true slope by a factor with absolute value greater
than one increases dynamism by the square of the constant (Farmer &
Vogel, 2016), or counteracts flattening. A multiplier with absolute value
smaller than one underestimates responsiveness.
Because all models simplify, flattening is a characteristic of all deterministic numeric predictions. Flattening occurs with non-linear equations,
transformed drivers (Text Sl ) and, like entire ESMs, in complex combinations of equations with feedbacks. Flattening also can take the form
of hard-coded parameters that derive from a regression fitted to observations and are "essentially a smaller model within the larger model" (Dahan, 2010). If ESM sensitivities to drivers are accurate, then predicted
outcomes will be less dynamic than actual outcomes.

Flattening can be a diagnostic tool. If a model's predicted variance exceeds the variance of accurate and
representative benchmark data, then offsetting excessive sensitivity to one or more drivers exists. Because
by definition models simplify, even accurate variability of outcomes indicates excessive dynamism. A side
effect of the internal interconnections in ESMs is that the on-going process of improvements and fine-tuning involves complex trade-offs (Koven et al. , 2013; Mauritsen et al., 2012). The magnitude of ESM modeling accomplishments to date and the difficulty of making improvements reinforce the usefulness of clear,
simple diagnostics like flattening.

3. Results
3.1. Modeled GPP Means and Variances Differ Grossly From EC Estimates
The optimistic hypothesis that simulated GPP mean and variance match EC estimates is easily rejected. The
models diffe r strikingly about both how productive the rainforest is overall, and how much its GPP varies
from month to month (Figure 3). Averaged across the six sites and the months of each tower's operation,
nearly all model estimates for both mean GPP and variance are well outside the lines in Figure 3 that mark
99th percentile confidence limits of EC GPP. The predictions from every model have a mean, variability, or
in most cases both, that are inconsistent with the flux tower data. Viewed in greater detail as correlations at
each site (Figure S7), the fit between individual study models and EC GPP ranges from - 0. 16 to 0.45 with a
grand mean of only 0.12. Squaring the mean correlation for the model with the closest fit indicates that no
model explains more than 15% of EC GPP variability. Mean correlations with EC GPP for fo ur models are
statistically indistinguishable fro m zero.
Site-level GPP (Figure S8) shows similarly low connection between study models and ECs. For individual
sites, an average of only one or two models are credible matches to mean EC GPP (Figure S9). At least one
model severely underestimates mean GPP at each site while the mean for at least one other model is more
than twice EC GPP. For the most part which models are outliers differs across sites. However, two process
models' (Models A and C) simulate higher mean GPP than ECs for every site, and one model (X) has consistently lower means. No model simulates GPP variance for every site that is within wide EC confidence
intervals. Variance for one statistical model is credible for five of six sites. Site-level mean correlations of
study models to tower GPP ranges from -0.32 to 0.66 (Figure S7). CAX and K67 have especially weak
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matches, with negative correlations for 12 and 14 of the 17 models respectively. The most closely simulated site is RJA, where EC GPP is especially
dynamic and average correlation across all models is 0.66.
A mathematical artifact does not explain the relatively high variance of
some of the study models. All else being equal, data sets with larger magnitudes have larger variance. The tendency would suggest that the variance of models with low mean GPP would be lower than fo r models with
high mean GPP. But half the models in Figure 3 show the opposite pattern, pairing higher variance with lower mean GPP than the EC towers
or the reverse. The opposing tendencies mean that for these GPP models,
whatever causes differences in means does not explain dynamism. Instead, the causes of differences in responsiveness of model GPP to drivers
needs to be considered directly. Before an exploration of model responsiveness, the next section assigns a descriptor of model dynamism that is
more rob ust than variance.

Models, ordered by seasonal amplitude averaged across EC cells

Figure 4. Models differ widely in the strength of their simulated gross
primary productivity (GPP) seasonal cycle both at six eddy covariance
(EC) sites, whose average cycle amplitude is shown with black dots, and
across the Amazon, whose distributions of cell-level seasonal amplitudes
are shown in gray. Seasonal amplitude is the annual maximum minus
minimum of a four-term Fourier transform characterization of mean
monthly GPP. Models are ranked on the x-axis by mean seasonal amplitude
at tower sites, with EC seasonal amplitude falling squarely in the middle
of the range. Gray boxes show a 95% confidence interval around the mean
seasonal amplitude for all Amazon rainforest cells in all months. Whiskers
on the gray boxes represent the tenth and ninetieth percentiles of cell
amplitudes. Model F has no EC site mean, as explained in the Methods
section, and its rank is an approximation. Colors of letters indicate how a
model's amplitude compares to the EC amplitude, both averaged across all
six sites. The nine "mild" models with weaker mean seasonal cycles than
ECs are shown in blue or green. The eight "lively" models whose cycles are
stronger are colored red or orange. The intensity distinctions for blue and
red break at one standard deviation from the EC mean.

3.2. Seasonal Cycle Amplitude Characterizes a Model's GPP
Dynamism
Models can be ranked by the magnitude of their Fourier seasonal amplitude averaged across the six sites. Most notable is how widely the seasonal swings differ across models, by a facto r of 8.2 (Figure 4). The difference
means roughly that trees as simulated in Model Z vary in productivity
eight times as much during a year as do the same trees as simulated in
Model A. EC seasonal amplitude, 3.4 gcm-2d- 1, is near the middle of the
range. GPP for the mildest model varies during the year a third (0.35) as
much as does EC GPP. Mean site amplitude for the most strongly responsive model is almost triple (2.9 times) that of the ECs.
Only one model (J) would switch between the categories of mild versus
lively if rankings were determined by variance instead of seasonal amplitude. The model's ve1y high overall variance (Figure 3) is due to its
puzzling GPP close to zero for several grid cells near K67 even though its
GPP is well above average at most other sites. When variability is measured instead as mean seasonal amplitude, Model J has the closest match
to tower GPP (Figure 4).

Mean amplitudes have large uncertainty because each summarizes only six data points. Based on a t-test,
only the liveliest model's amplitude is outside a 95% confidence interval around the EC mean. The K34 and
K67 sites are near enough to each other to have somewhat similar climate. Calculating the standard deviation of mean EC GPP with fo ur degrees of freedom ra ther than five to reflect possible pseudoreplication, no
model is outside the credible interval. The sample size precludes tightening the confidence interval by bootstrapping. Consistent with differences in sample size, a model's mean seasonal variability fo r six EC sites
is on average 1.2 times larger than its mean seasonal variability averaged across hundreds of study cells.
Strong disagreement about the strength of the rainforest seasonal cycle is evident at the finer spatial scale
of individual EC sites, and at the wider scale of the entire Amazon rainfo rest. At no individual site is a very
mild model's mean amplitude larger than 4 gcm- 2d- 1 (Figure SlO, blue letters). In contrast, few of the most
responsive models (Figure SlO, red letters) have a seasonal amplitude below 4 gcm- 2d- 1 at any site. Tendencies across the entire basin also show marked differences in the magnitude of the seasonal cycle. ECs' differing periods of operation preclude a temporally matched comparison between a model's basinwide and site
tendencies, so cell means for the full study period are compared. Average seasonal amplitude for all l study
cells ranges from 1.2 to 6.4 gcm- 2d- 1 for the most to least seasonal models, respectively (Figure 4), which
creates differences in mean simulated seasonality of half an order of magnitude. The extent to which the
EC cells are typical of the modeled Amazon as a whole decreases with seasonal amplitude. For the mildest
O
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models, shown in blue in Figure 4, EC amplitudes are roughly representative of the entire basin. For all the
strongly lively red models but one, EC sites have moderately stronger seasonality than do basinwide means.
Seasonal cycles are critical to the overall variability of simulated rainfo rest GPP. Interannual amplitude
calculated as the difference between highest and lowest year's mean GPP from 2000 to 2010 for individual
models ranges from 0.1 to 1.2 gcm- 2d- 1 (Figure Sll). Models' mean cell-level seasonal amplitudes across
the basin are several times large r, ranging from 1.3 to 6.0 gcm- 2d- 1. The similar range across models in
Fourier seasonal cycle amplitudes for only EC cells, 1.2 to 9.7 gcm- 2d- 1, in contrast, approximately equals
the grand mean of monthly GPP across all models, 8.9 gcm-2d- 1• For GPP in the Amazon, determinants of
change within a year explain much more abou t a model's tendencies than do determinants of its interannual variability.

3.3. EC GPP Barely Responds to Current Weather
Our hypothesis is that a simple linear combination of rain, temperature, and light largely describes monthly
mean GPP. If so, annual weather cycles that exist even in tropical rainforests (Girardin et al., 2016) might
logically also determine simulated annual cycles of GPP. Site-level differences account for most of the
spread in the EC data set. Disaggregating the effects of individual drivers (Chevan & Sutherland, 1991)
shows that site-level differences account for 81% of Equation l's predictive power. Removing the influence
of site effects leaves only 19% of the predictive power, or just one-eighth (12%) of the total dynamism in
EC GPP, explained by the current month's weather. Contrary to our hypothesis, current weather has little
influence on EC GPP.
At the limit, every characteristic of a site is either the current or the lagged effect of some processes (Bloom
et al. , 2020). For GPP, deep legacy effects include topography, a site's geologic parent material, and adaptations of resident species. A key biotic difference between sites is species assemblage in the spectacularly
diverse tropics. An example of an abiotic influence that may affect site means is local and regional geology,
which over millennia affects soil depth and capacity to store water, soil fertility, flooding, subsurface hydrology and more. Some of these influences are at present impossible to parameterize well across the entire
globe, and for an ESM constitute impenetrable statistical noise.
An alternative regression form can isolate the unspecified reasons for different site means. Individual intercepts, also called fixed effects, represent site differences in the outcome that are both constant over the
duration of the data and not explained by included drivers. Computationally, site effects for GPP represent
the differences between each site's mean GPP and the overall mean. Site means summarize the lagged effects of all the processes that operate too slowly to cause dynamism at the time scale of the source data, in
this study approximately a decade. The model ascribes its remaining simulated dynamism to faster processes, of which current weather is a subset. Including separate intercepts in the regression allows a focus on
responses to included drivers that are independent of long-term site differences. Fixed effects have the cost
of overlooking how accurately each site's mean GPP, or baseline productivity, may be modeled. Equation 2
adds site intercepts to Equation l.
GPP = Six site intercepts + ( 0.0054 * Rain) + ( 0.019 * Light ) + ( 0.52 * Temperature)
P - va lues: Rain and temperature = 0.00; Light = 0.01
Adjusted R2

(2)

= 0.59; Resid ual standard error = 1.2; n = 260

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) balances an equation's ability to explain source data
against an offsetting penalty for a large numbers of predictors. AIC provides a numeric method to judge
the power of individual regressors. Based on AIC, all three drivers in Equation 2 should be retained. On
average, more rain, more light, and higher temperature all increase EC GPP. This differs from Equation 1,
where light's negative coefficient was not significant. Compared to Equation 1 with a single intercept, the
fixed effects form explains almost five times as much of the overall dynamism of GPP.
Figure 5 illustrates flattening in GPP predictions. The graph compares EC GPP on the x-axis to predictions
from Equation 2 on the y-axis. Both overall and for individual sites, the spread of point values is narrower
on the y-axis than on the x-axis. The raw r2 for Equation 2 of 0.61 unadjusted fo r degrees of freedom (adjusted = 0.59) indicates that the regression terms including site intercepts determine 61 % of EC GPP dynamism.
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The regression equation does not have information about the undefined
group of influences that explain the remaining ~ 40% of observed differences in monthly GPP. So while the underlying EC GPP data points have
a variance of 3.3 gcm- 2d- 1, the variance of the regression predictions is
only 61% as large, or 2.0 gcm- 2d- 1 . Graphically the contrast is apparent
as vertically "flattened " point clouds.
If EC meteorology is used rather than MsTMIP weather, the regression fit
with site effects degrades slightly
= 0.54). Different from Equation 2
that uses MsTMIP weather, the only terms whose p-value is :s;0.10 are
four site intercepts and the slope fo r rain. GPP is statistically unrelated
to either light or temperature. Why site-specific weather should be less
predictive than regional weather is unclear. Perhaps soil moisture is influential, reflects regional recharge, and ovenvhelms highly localized
rainfall differences. A geographically broader weather summary might
more accurately represents conditions across ECs' full footprints than
does weather at point locations chosen to represent the upwind area (but
see Chu et al. , 2021). The unexpectedly weaker fit with site weather is
convenient, however. Errors in representing the true values of the drivers
cause attenuation bias in regression coefficients, or weaker sensitivity. If
MsTMIP weather were a worse fit than site weather, comparisons of EC
driver sensitivities to model sensitivities would be less straightfotward
because there would be no simple way to know how much of the loss of
fit were due to local weather being more representative of the site.

(r

3.4. Lively Models Respond More Strongly to Current Weather Than Mild Models
The vigor with which some models respond to rain, light, and temperature contrasts sharply with EC GPP's
subdued shifts. The regressions whose responsiveness slopes appear in Figure 6 parallel Equation 2, but use
z-score transformations of predictors so that each slope represents change in GPP in response to a change
in the driver of one standard deviation. Across all the study models, statistically significant coefficients
(Figure 6a) range from -0.26 to 2.2 for rain, for temperature (panel (b)) from -1.8 to 0.26, and for light
(panel (c)) from - 0.81 to 0.69. EC responsiveness to each driver measured as change in absolute GPP is 0.6,
0.5, and 0.3 gcm- 2d-1, respectively, while outlier models simulate much larger changes. Ambient CO 2 is an
insignificant predictor of historical site GPP in the EC data and in nearly all models (Figure Sl2) and is not
included in Figure 6's regressions.
The data generally support the hypothesis that a simple linear regression characterizes the inner workings
of each model, though not for ECs. Current weather plus site means determine more than half of the
change in GPP at a particular location for all but two models. For the mild models as a group, mean ,2 is
0.69 and residual standard error (RSE) averages 8% of site GPP (Figure S13). For the lively models, mean r2
is 0.58 and average RSE is 24%. The simple equations describe the inner workings of seasonally mild models
even more fully than they do for lively models.
Among the GPP drivers, rain is the most consistent predictor across models. GPP increases with rain in all
but two models (Figure 6a), with one of the negative responses not statistically significant (p = 0.08). The
magnitude of rain responsiveness ranges widely, however, from - 0.3 to 2.2 gcm- 2d- 1 of GPP per 120 mm
increase in a month's precipitation. Model ranks for rain slopes almost match the order of seasonal amplitudes. EC responsiveness to rain sits solidly in the middle. For rain, the main difference among models is
the response strength.
All three of the current weather elements substantially affect GPP. Absolute slopes for each weather element averaged across all models differ by less than a factor of two: 0.75 for rain, 0.46 for temperature, and
0.40 for light. For temperature and light, models disagree about both the direction and strength of GPP
responses. Two patterns emerge in model responses to brighter months. First, fully a third of slopes are
statistically inseparable from zero, meaning that on average light has no consistent directional effect on a
GALLUP ET AL.
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site intercepts, which are displayed on the x-axis, explain 49% of variation in GPP while rain , temperature, and light
together, shown on the y-axis, explain 12%. The point in panel (d) for Model 0, whose descriptive regression exp lains
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explained are sums for site intercepts and for current weather respectively of change in total ,:i. due to adding individual
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r

model's GPP. Second, most mild models simulate GPP increases with more light, while most lively models
simulate GPP declines. EC GPP shows a moderate positive response to light. For temperature, models' mean
GPP change ranges from -1. 8 to o.s gcm- 2 d- 1 per approximately 1°c of increased warmth. Temperature
slopes for fo ur models are not statistically significant. Mild models tend to respond weakly to temperature
increases, while in lively models on average GPP declines. In strong contrast, EC data suggest that within
historically observed ranges, on average rainforests have thrived with more heat. For anticipating the effects
of climate change on rainfores ts, the question of how rising temperatures will affect plant productivity is
critical. We will return to the topic in the descriptions below of related research and of non-linearity in
model responses to weather.
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The principle of flattening indicates that strongly seasonal models, with higher variance than the benchmark EC data, on average respond excessively to weather. Figure 6 confirms that more lively models tend to
have higher slopes than ECs for each weather driver. Lively models anticipate that a changing climate will
have stronger effects on plants than EC data suggest is realistic.
Overall, one of the most striking differences among the models is the time scales that most affect GPP fo r
a given location. The relative weight that each model ascribes to site differences, or to very slow processes,
equals the percent of variance that site intercepts explain. Models close to the y-axis in Figure 6, panel (d),
imply a view that most of the dynamism in tropical GPP is due to processes whose consequences vary during the eleven-year study period. For ECs, site means explain half (49%) of the overall differences in GPP
values, or four times as much as does current weather. For mild models, site intercepts explain more of
GPP's variance (mean = 49%) than does weather (mean = 21 %). For lively models the opposite is true; Site
intercepts explain a smaller share (mean= 16%) than does weather (mean= 43%). The explanat01y strength
of site influences as a percent of the influence of monthly weather variations differs for the most extreme
models by more than two orders of magnitude, from 8% for Model Z to 1,136% for Model B. Mild models
suggest that knowing a site's long-term fixed characteristics is relatively more important for explaining GPP
than are influences that va1y month-to-month, while lively models imply the opposite.
A model's responses to drivers in the six cells with EC towe rs are generally similar to its responses across
the Amazon (Figures Sl2 and Sl3). The likeness suggests that assessing model responses for the Amazon
by comparing them with EC estimates of GPP is a reasonable application of scarce benchmarking data. But
the similar means do smooth across considerable spatial differences (Figure Sl4). The most striking spatial
pattern is that fo r most models a simple regression describes change in GPP almost completely in some
areas yet explains little in others.

3.5. Models' Differing Rainforest GPP Non-Linearities Are Not Benchmarked
Generically, regressions that describe model output lack some of the sources of uncertainties that can muddy regressions that describe field observations. For a model, all of the outcome values fo r the study domain
typically are available, yielding a census with no sampling errors nor errors in measuring outputs. Some or
all of the inputs to model calculations may be known exactly, as is MsTMIP weather. Only two sources of
stochastic noise remain in the regressions that describe modeled GPP: omitted drivers and misspecification.
While error due to omitted drivers embodies real-world dynamism, measurement error, sampling error, and
misspecification of mathematical form represent the data and model's uncertainty about included aspects
of the real world (Vicari et al. , 2007). This section considers alternative specifications.
Interaction terms in a regression indicate interdependent consequences of simultaneous changes in multiple drivers. For example, lack of rainfall may impede GPP more if temperatures are simultaneously warmer.
Adding interaction terms to the benchmark regression that describes EC GPP minimally increases its total
explanatory power, while diluting evidence about weather's influence. The same predictors as Equation 2
were used plus all paitwise interaction terms for the three weather drivers: rain times temperature, etc.
The resulting regression (not shown) has 5% more explanat01y power than the model without interactions
= 0.62). But no single or interaction weather term has a significant slope. The models generally embody
the same understanding, with increases in explanatory power due to weather interaction terms that range
from 0% to 15% and have a mean of only 4%.

(r

Shifting focus from interaction terms to non-linear forms for individual drivers, uncertainty about GPP
response to specific temperature ranges as indicated by differences between models is greatest for the warmest observed temperatures (Figure 7). For most models, GPP diffe rences at low temperatures compared to
median temperatures is limited, very roughly a third of a standard deviation as shown on the y-axis. GPP
at cells' high temperatures during the study period, on the other hand, deviate strongly. For anticipating
the future, ESM responses to high temperatures are particularly important (Cavaleri et al., 2015). GPP rises
continuously with temperature in about a third of mild models. The remaining models eventually alter
from rising to declining plant productivity with increasing temperature, implying that a threshold exists
above which rainforest productivity suffe rs in high heat. Several of the mild models simulate that rainforest
is at its most productive when the mean temperature for the month is highest, while lively models depict
GALLUP ET AL.
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a starkly opposite conclusion. Mild Models H and J resemble the lively models in this respect, simulating
their very lowest GPP at peak temperatures. It is an important and unresolved question whether tropical
plant productivity will rise or fa ll as high temperatures become increasingly common.
Like responses to temperature, model responses to rain and light also are non-linear (Text S4; Dahlin
et al., 2017; Goulden et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2017). Models with the strongest, steepest GPP response
to increasing rain tend to have only modest response to increasing ligh t and vice versa. Most of the lively
models respond strongly to rain but have below-average GPP in the brightest months. In contrast, most mild
models simulate their highest rainforest GPP with typical, middle decile, rain amounts, and below-average
GPP in the wettest months. The tendencies imply that according to the lively models the rainforest tends to
be a bit thirsty, while the mild models reflect a premise that thus far, climatology is approximately optimal.
Resolving a non-linear regression form for assessing the accuracy of a model's optimum values of each
driver would require more months of EC data. It is possible that EC GPP at finer temporal resolution would
better reveal interactive and/or non-linear responses. First, the numbers of daily or hourly means are far
larger than the number of monthly values, providing more degrees of statistical freedom. Second, outlier
weather, which is especially important for defi ning the shape of a non-linear response cmve, is more likely
to be represented in daily data. However, MsTMIP's monthly resolution precludes direct comparisons.

3.6. Lively Models Simulate Strong, Rapid Drops in Dry Season GPP
Comparing the an nual cycle of relative GPP to the d1y season roughly indicates how quickly a model suggests that depletion of stored water stresses plants. It is possible for the modeled timing of the season when
a fo rest experiences its greatest stress to be correct in most of the world but have major inaccuracies in the
ve1y wettest regions (Collier et al., 2018, Figure 5d). Accuracy in simu lating the month of lowest GPP is uneven for all models. Across the six sites, a model's month with lowest GPP is on average 2.6 months different
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from the EC's minimum month (Figure S3). Every model matches the
time of minimum EC GPP to within one month for at least one site. But
with one exception, eve1y model also simulates the timing of minimum
productivity at one or more sites as at least 5 months different from EC
GPP, or with essentially an opposite seasonal cycle.
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Figure 8. Seasonal deviations of gross primary productivity (GPP) from
eddy covariance (EC) estimates for models grouped by seasonal amplitude
show that model divergences from EC GPP are especially large for lively
models in the latter half of the dry season. On the y -axis, zero represents
an exact match to EC GPP. Green and orange lines are mean deviances
for mild and lively models respectively. Zero on the x-axis is the calendar
month at each EC site with lowest average rainfall, with one month
before the driest month shown as -1, two months after as +2, etc. Month
crossbars show median tendencies of all models as a group compared to
ECs, with boxes enclosing the 25th and 75th percentiles of all models' GPP
deviances from the EC estimates. Dots indicate outlier models.

Especially the lively models simulate stronger reductions in GPP as the
dry season progresses than EC data suggest. Figure 8 summarizes seasonal timing tendencies for models generalized by responsiveness group. In
months whose median value of the box plot is above zero, most models
at most sites simulate higher GPP than EC estimates. Taller boxes show
that the widest spread among models occurs late in the d1y season. Mild
models on average, shown with the green line in Figure 8, have relatively
little systematic difference from EC estimates over the course of a year.
Mildness is defined as a dampened seasonal cycle, not by similarity of
timing to EC GPP, so this result is not inevitable. Mild models tend to
exceed EC estimates slightly in the two months before the driest month,
simulating relatively more flourishing early in the dry season than ECs
show. In contrast, lively models, whose average the orange line tracks,
simulate stronger declines in GPP for 5 months starting with the driest
month. For lively models, water stress during the dry season seems more
strongly to curtail GPP than EC data suggest is realistic.

At individual sites (Figure Sl S), overall patterning of relative seasonal
timing mostly is similar to the means (Figure S4). The differences between mild and lively models are larger at single sites, with more variation in phase relative to the dry season. On average, lively models differ
more from EC estimates than do mild models except at K83. RJA shows
little pattern in seasonal differences between models and EC, and mild models match EC GPP timing closely
all year. The widespread tendency for models to simulate relative GPP that on average diverges most from
EC estimates in the late dry season suggests challenges in modeling soil moisture and/ or plant hydraulics.

4. Analysis
4.1. Summary of Findings
Flattening describes the lower variance of predictions than source data when predictive equations are accurately responsive. Either of two mechanisms can cause the variance of simulated outcomes to be nearly
as large as the variance of true outcomes despite flattening. At one extreme, the model is accurate in all
respects and includes every significant real-world driver. At the other extreme, substantively important
drivers are missing and/ or their form is misspecified, but variance is inflated by unrealistically strong sensitivity to some or all of the drivers that are included (Text Sl ). In light of flattening, this study addresses
the magnitude of seasonal dynamism in modeled GPP for the Amazonian rainforest, how strongly current
weather determines GPP at six EC sites, and the fidelity of modeled seasonal timing to EC seasonality. Lively models are defined as those with higher seasonal amplitude than EC GPP's, while mild models are less
seasonal (Figure 4).
Process and statistical models struggle to reproduce EC estimates of Amazonian rainforest GPP. Mean and /
or variance of GPP for eve1y model falls outside of 99th percentile confidence intervals (Figure 3). The regression for EC GPP that includes both weather and site-specific intercepts explains a total of 59% of variability (Equation 2), which means that predicted GPP variance from models with accurate sensitivity should
be between half and two-thirds as large as EC variance.
Current weather has useful power to explain EC GPP only after site means are considered. With reference
data for only six intercepts, this study does not explore the important component of GPP accuracy that resides in site means and their determinants. After allowing for site effects, a linear combination of current
month's rain, temperature and light explains only about an eighth (12%) of EC GPP's total variance, equal to
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0.38 gCm - 2d- 1• The portion of dynamism explained is low enough to support a qualitative conclusion that
the relationship between rainforest GPP and current month's weather is weak.
The weight of evidence suggests that lively models are unrealistically sensitive to weather. Variances for
some models that are even higher than EC GPP variance are of special concern. Both simple variance (Figure 3) and seasonal amplitude (Figure 4) for every lively model exceeds its EC equivalent. Flattening implies
that instead the model variance and seasonal amplitude should be substantially lower. If modeled variance
exceeds its reference equivalent, then model sensitivity to drivers is so excessive that it has ove1whelmed
flattening. Multiple metrics in this study suggest that lively models are overly responsive, while the mild
models are more likely to represent accurately the mean GPP consequences of climate shifts for the Amazon
rainforest.
Direct comparisons of descriptive regression slopes are further evidence of excessive sensitivity. Responsiveness to rain is stronger in eve1y lively model than EC rain responsiveness (1.17 average slope vs. 0.48;
Figure 6). Perhaps in counterbalance, all statistically significant slopes for temperature and light for each
lively model are of the opposite sign from EC GPP's. Finally, for the highly seasonal lively models the annual period of reduced photosynthesis tends to be more severe than for EC GPP and later in the d1y season
(Figure 8). For lively models, mismatch to EC seasonal cycles is consistent with excessive responsiveness
to current rain and perhaps also to cumulative rain stored as soil water. Hypersensitivity means that lively
models predict unrealistically large declines in GPP as a consequence of drought.
Whether mild models are overly sensitive to weather is less clear. EC GPP has wider seasonal swings than
mild models simulate, and compared to most mild models EC GPP's variance also is larger (Figures 3 and 4).
This understated dynamism, or net flattening, makes excessive driver sensitivity less likely. However, it is
possible that flattening influences are sufficiently strong to counteract excessive driver responsiveness. Two
main contributors to the flattening are likely. One is model misspecification noise due to non-linearity in
responses to weather (Figures 7 and S2). Non-linearities were assessed only qualitatively due to MsTMIP's
temporal resolution. The second likely cause of low dynamism in mild models is low spread in site intercepts. The range in site means for EC GPP is 4.0 gcm- 2d- 1• Except for one outlier model, the ranges of GPP
site means for mild models all are smaller, 0.8 to 3.5. Both model misspecification and low sensitivity to site
mean differences could flatten the GPP predictions.
This study's evidence about the accuracy of mild models' responses to current weather is mixed. One test
is whether weather predictors as a group explain an appropriate amount of mild model responsiveness. If
model sensitivity to weather perfectly matched EC sensitivity, weather would explain the same absolute
amount of GPP dynamism as it does for the ECs, 0.38 gcm- 2d- 1. For mild models, the average variance that
weather explains is 0.79 gcm- 2d- 1 (range across models= 0.09-4.60). Given the inevitable uncertainty in
EC GPP, this check seems at most suggestive that a few mild models respond too weakly but that others
may be overresponsive. Direct comparison of driver slopes indicates that the sensitivity of mild models
to weather is reasonable overall, although spread among models is considerable. As Figure 6 also shows,
average responsiveness to rain and light for mild models is similar to that of EC GPP, while temperature
responsiveness is lower but at least of the same sign.

4.2. This Study's Findings Are Generally Consistent With Related Literature
Our results are specific to the scales of time and space for which they are calculated: monthly means for six
tower sites between 2000 and 2010. Driver strengths can vary with time integration. At the K67 fl ux tower,
for example, vapor pressure deficit and total and diffuse light largely determined fluctuations in hourly
averaged GPP, while a derived metric that also included leaf area index was better at explaining monthly
averages (Wu, Guan, et al., 2017). A model that reproduces hourly photosynthetic fluxes well may still have
substantial biases at a coarser time scale of annual totals (Keenan et al. , 2012). Spatial amalgamation even
more strongly reduces apparent variability (Rodig et al. , 2018). For example, even though precipitation may
drive local dynamism of GPP, gross finitude of global atmospheric water means that temperature largely
determines long-term global variability in net land:atmosphere carbon exchange (Jung et al., 2017).
Our analysis agrees with prior findings that rainforest GPP in global vegetation models react too strongly to weather (Ahlstrom et al., 2017; Baker et al., 2008; Cleveland et al. , 2015; Huang et al. , 2016; L. Li
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et al., 2017; Parazoo et al., 2014; Piao et al. , 2013; Poulter et al. , 2009; Restrepo-Coupe et al. , 2016; vo n
Randow et al., 2013; Z. Zhu et al., 2016). Excessive GPP seasonality was reported for an earlier version of
Model J at K67 (Sakaguchi et al., 2011), and for Model I at a flux tower in Guyana (J. Zhu et al., 2018). However, we find also that a few mild models have weak responses to weather.
The mismatch between EC and model responses to temperature is both striking (Figure 6) and important. There is high confidence that tropical temperatures will continue to rise (Jimenez-Munoz et al. , 2013).
Disagreement about simulated GPP in months that now are warmer than average represents uncertainty
about whether rainfores t vegetation will thrive in the near future. Not one model is as welcoming of warmer temperature as is EC GPP. Instead, 10 of the study models have a statistically significant tendency fo r
GPP to decline with increasing temperature, consistent with Huntingford et al. (2013) and Poulter, Aragao,
et al. (2010). MacBean et al. (2018) found that the optimal temperature for EBF in one MsTMIP model
(Figure 7) is too low. Mismatches in GPP seasonal timing (Figure 8; Text SS; Albert et al., 2018; Albert
et al., 2019, Borchert et al., 2002; Doughty & Goulden, 2008; Morton et al., 2016; Samanta et al., 2012; Wilson et al. , 2001 ; Wu et al., 2016), consistent with the findings of Poulter, Hattermann, et al. (2010), suggest
that during the dty season, actual plants experience less water stress than is modeled.
Independent indicators of tropical plant response to higher temperatures are limited. Temperature appears
to be a positive and stronger driver of net ecosystem exchange globally, and precipitation a weaker driver,
than is represented in most dynamic global vegetation models (W. Wang et al., 2013). At La Selva, Costa Rica, the net of GPP and respiration fell strongly with increases in daily minimum temperatures during a 12-year study period (Clark et al. , 2013). In contrast, mean an nual GPP from 1997 to 2012 showed
consistently positive responses of the ormalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to temperature in
the Amazon rainforest ( Quetin & Swann, 2017). The authors suggest that positive tropical plant responses
to higher temperature may reflect concomitant decreases in cloudiness. However, Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer NDVI has accuracy problems in the Amazon (Asner & Alencar, 2010; Hilker
et al., 2014). Finally, two other studies are inconclusive about the effect on tropical GPP of high temperatures. Jimenez-Munoz et al. (2013) establish a correlation between higher temperatures and recent droughts
in the Amazon and point to other studies of increased mortality for Amazon trees during droughts, but do
not themselves address vegetation responses directly. A CO 2 inversion of net biosphere exchange during
2010-2012 (Alden et al., 2016) that avoids process model priors finds even stronger correlations of net carbon loss with high temperature than with low precipitation for the central Amazon basin. The correlations
hold only in the wet season, however, and comparison with two GPP proxies suggest the main determinant
may be increased respiration in the heat rather than a GPP response. A challenge in specifying EBF temperature sensitivity is that responses may vary among the thousands of rainforest tree species.

4.3. A Water- Versus Light-Limitation Dichotomy Poorly Characterizes the Models
GPP increases with light in mild models and falls with light in lively models (Figure 6). The lively models
also respond more strongly to light. It is tempting to associate each group with either strong response to
light at the expense of temperature sensitivity or vice versa.
A trade-off when clouds provide more rain but less light for photosynthesis (Huete et al., 2006; Nemani
et al. , 2003) has been labeled as light-limited versus water-limited (Arias et al. , 2011; Baker et al. , 2013, 2019;
Myneni et al., 2007). If a place is water-limited, then during sunny periods GPP falls due to greater water
stress. If a place is light-limited, then during sunny periods GPP rises, enabled by plentiful water (Graham
et al., 2003). The photosynthetic advantage of diffuse compared to direct light direction, however, could
dampen potential light limitation due to clouds (Butt et al., 2009). Some observational evidence contradicts
the hypothesis that the trade-off is common in the tropics, and instead that GPP may respond minimally to
differences in light strength (Restrepo-Coupe et al., 2013).
For the dichotomy to describe a real trade-off for rainforest vegetation, light and rain must be anticorrelated. Increasing tropical cloudiness would reduce light and might increase rain. But in the MsTMIP weather
data, rain explains only 3% of the variation in light, and the correlation of EC GPP and light is negative
(- 0.14), rather than positive as the theory suggests. either in the MsTMIP driver data does low rainfall
bring more sensible heat in presumed Bowen ratio response to drought stress; rain explains similarly little
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(4%) of the variation in temperature. In the lively models GPP does increase strongly with more rain, as
would be expected for approaches that focus mostly on water limitations. For fo ur of the nine mild models,
GPP is lowest during a dark month for at least one site, but for at least one other site GPP is lowest during
a dry month when light is likely to be stronger (Figure S3). The mild models do not appear to be strongly
light-limited.

4.4. Weak Response of Modeled Historic GPP to CO 2 Do Not Reveal Future Responses
CO 2 was a significant predictor of GPP only for two especially mild process models (Figure S12). The CO 2
slope for five of the models was statistically indistinguishable from zero. A possible reason is that MIP driver
CO 2 and values measured on site are essentially unrelated, with a correlation of -0.11. While this suggests
that a descriptive regression of GPP as modeled for an entire cell from MIP driver data is not representative
of the six ECs, neither are estimates of CO 2 from the global data set.
Much more than for the other weather drivers, the effect of CO 2 is likely to differ in coming decades from
either real or modeled responses in 2000-2010. Over time, changes in GPP due to increasing CO 2 can overwhelm changes due to other environmental drivers because the trend in CO 2 concentration is so persistent
and the relative change eventually so large (J. B. Fisher et al. , 2013). Also, GPP responses to CO 2 are unlikely
to be linear, mainly because multiple and sometimes conflicting components shape a net trade-off between
CO 2 fertilization and increased water use efficiency (Clark et al. , 2013; Swann et al. , 2016). Land surface
models differ substantially in how strongly GPP responds to atmospheric CO 2 increases (Piao et al., 2013).
As an example, Model Din this study simulates logarithmic increase (Jain et al., 1994).
Other methods than comparison with this EC data set will be needed to assess the accuracy of model sensitivity to CO 2 in rainforest vegetation. Controlled experiments would be optimal, but funding for the first free
air carbon enrichment experiment (FACE) in a rainforest ended before towers were built (Amigo, 2020). The
connection between GPP and biomass accumulation is complex (Malhi et al. , 2015), making the Rainfor
plot mensuration ne twork poorly suited to direct studies of photosynthesis rates. However, Rainfor data do
reveal shifts in species traits that are consistent with both CO 2 fe rtilization and drought adaptations despite
the sometimes opposite adjustments expected for each (Esquivel-Muelbert et al., 2019). Finally, existing EC
data at finer temporal resolution may provide sufficient sample sizes and perhaps wider dynamic ranges to
better characterize rainforest GPP sensitivity to both weather drivers and CO 2 concentration.

4.5. Missing Dynamic Predictors
We speculate that important GPP determinants not included in the descriptive regressions include phosphorus availability, leaf demography, soil moisture, and non-linearity of true plant responses to weather.
Long-term site productivity differences describe 49% of the total observed variance for ECs. Current weather explains another 12%. The descriptive regressions do not explain the remaining 41 % of EC GPP variance
that is fluid within a decade. Some of the unexplained variance is response to drivers included in many of
the models but not in our descriptive regressions. Examples are leaf area index and carbon stocks in plant
tissues, for which the reference data does not allow direct tests. However, very low correlations of model
to EC GPP indicate that even if the models do include most of the important drivers, much room for closer
simulation remains.
Some processes that field data indicate do influence tropical GPP are included in only a few ESMs. Phosphorus limitation was mentioned earlier. Another is leaf demography and variable degree of seasonal deciduousness. Tropical leaf senescence is heterogeneously responsive to the severity as well as the seasonality of water stress (Albert et al. , 2018; Smith et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2018). GPP models are progressing
toward responsiveness of tropical photosynthetic capacity to leaf exchange (Caldararu et al., 2012; Manoli
et al., 2018; Wu, Serbin, et al. , 2017). But the underlying range of natural variability is daunting.
Soil moisture, a lagged indirect consequence (Bloom et al. , 2020) of precipitation and temperature, may
critically limit GPP even in the wet tropics. One modeling complexity is that root depth distribution and
soil water presence each have potential to be the more limiting (Baker et al. , 2008). Also, upper basin runoff
that accumulates at scales larger than single model cells may cause flooding or change water table depth.
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Unfortunately, MsTMIP files do not support direct examination of modeled soil moisture (Text S2). Bu t two
indicators suggest that lively models may underestimate root access to deep soil moisture. First, declines in
GPP earlier in the d1y season in lively models than at ECs imply that real plants tolerate seasonal drought
better than lively models simulate. Second, cumulative rainfall, a potential correlate with soil moisture, is
a strong GPP predictor at eve1y site. The modeling difficulty is that no lag duration works even reasonably
well across all the six tower sites (Text S6; Bona! et al. , 2016; Broedel et al., 2017; Corlett, 2016; Feldpausch
et al., 2016). The reason is that sites' differing optimal lag periods cancel each other when generalized and
blur the importance for GPP of seasonal drought.
It might be possible to test our speculation that lively models underestimate typical root EBF access to deep
soil moisture by looking at model simulations for unusual sites. Specifically, a model which limits plant
access to deep water storage more tightly than is true at average sites should be most accurate at any sites
where there are atypical real limits on plant access to deep soil water. Three of the EC sites qualify. Bedrock
is only 2-4 m deep at RJA (von Randow et al. , 2004). At CAX, a hardpan layer is 3-5 m deep (Carswell
et al. , 2002). Flooding makes soil at BAN seasonally anoxic (Christoffersen et al. , 2014), which might limit
deeper roots' metabolic capability in the wet season. The process models do not have any information about
these site particulars that restrict plant access to deep soil water. RJA and BAN are the two sites whose
EC GPP the models do simulate most closely. But CAX is on the opposite end of the spectrum, so poorly
matched that the average model correlation is negative (Figure S7).

Nearly universal non-linear responses to weather in the models (Figures 7 and S2) imply a solid consensus
that GPP's true sensitivity is non-linear. Field studies (Mau et al., 2018; Pau et al., 2018) and theo1y (Alster
et al., 2020; Corlett, 2011) similarly support a premise of non-linearity for at least temperature. Tests of how
well the models match the shape of EC responses for tropical forests would therefore be of strong interest.
Unfortunately, the EC data used in this study lack enough depth at the temporal resolution of the MsTMIP
output to benchmark alternative forms. Our linear descriptive model does justify conclusions that the average responsiveness of many models differs from EC responsiveness, and that compared to ECs, some models simulate either excessive or understated GPP reactions to recent weather. But a simple linear model cannot reveal whether simulations have equal fidelity at very high or ve1y low values of each weather element.

4.6. Fluxcom GPP's Low Variance Illustrates the Analytic Value of Flattening
Statistical models of GPP derive from a limited set of core time series data: satellites, flux towers, and
ground-based weather observations. The statistical models included in this study incorporate all three. No
fourth-independent data set exists to benchmark the statistical models. In the following example application of the flattening concept to analysis of individual models, some tentative conclusions about each statistical model's accuracy for the Amazon still can be drawn from comparisons to flux towers.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to assess Fluxcom (Model G) specifically for tropical
rainforests. One comparison of GPP from 53 EC towers to an early version of Fluxcom included EBF sites
but only in Australia and Italy (Joiner et al., 2014). Absence of a Fluxcom assessment that features EBF is
conspicuous given that rainforest is the most productive PFT on the planet and for climate perhaps the most
important.
The defining source for Fluxcom is EC data. Reassuringly, Fluxcom's gross fit with EC GPP is among the
closest (r = 0.37, Figure S7). Only Model B has a higher overall correlation with EC GPP. While Fluxcom's
mean GPP in site cells is, like all but one model, outside EC credible bounds, it is among the half-dozen
models closest to the EC mean. Fluxcom's rain responsiveness slope also is one of the closest to EC estimates
(Figure 6). Its scaled temperature slope, 0.006, is much shallower than the slope for EC GPP of 0.460. But so
to some degree is eve1y other model's. The sign of Fluxcom's slope for light matches that of the EC towers
although its response is stronger by almost half. The month of peak GPP for Fluxcom is within two months
of EC estimates for all sites except RJA (Figure S4), again among the best matching of models.
Fluxcom's complex algorithms resemble linear regression in ways that make flattening applicable. For example, in model tree ensembles, a Fluxcom option, machine learning stratifies spatially and temporally
defined outcomes into bins. Simulated values for each bin are predictions of a regression based on the bin's
members. Fluxcom's weak dynamism globally appears to be an inherent consequence of omitted drivers
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and flattening. In our study, Fluxcom's GPP variance (1.4 vs. ECs' 3.3 gem - 2d- 1) and seasonal amplitude fo r
site cells (2.2 vs. 3.4 gcm- 2d- 1) are about half as wide as tower values. Flattening could help explain Piao
et al.'s (2013) finding that Fluxcom GPP is less dynamic than any of 10 DGVMs. Fluxcom and WeCann are
less accurate for EBFs than their global average (Alemohammad et al., 2017; Badgley et al., 2019). Reasons
for the weaker performance include the dearth of both EC towers and of clear satellite retrievals in the tropics (Jung et al. , 2020; Ryu et al., 2019; Tramontana et al., 2016). Fluxcom would thus likely have especially
flattened predictions for the tropics.
Fluxcom's globally low GPP variability has been called "undersampled" (Piao et al., 2013), "poorly captured" (Tramontana et al., 2016), underestimated for reasons that are not fully clear (Jung et al., 2020), and,
on the product website, "too small" (h ttps: //www.bgc-jena.mpg.de/geodb/ projects/Data.php). The tendency bears consideration when using Fluxcom. But in light of flattening, we disagree that Fluxcom's mildness
is necessarily a weakness. Instead, the low variability suggests theoretically good potential for accurate
driver responsiveness.
WeCann has similar strengths and weaknesses as Fluxcom with respect to sensitivity to current weather.
The temporal span of WeCann (Model F) prevents reasonable direct comparisons to the EC towers used in
this study. But in each comparison across the Amazon basin, WeCann closely resembles Fluxcom (Text S3
and Figures 7, S2, Sll-Sl3). GPP differs at the warmest decile (Figure 7). WeCann is slightly less sensitive
to light than is Fluxcom and more so to CO 2 (Figure Sl2). Current weather plus site intercepts explain less
of GPP variance, 80% for Fluxcom and 47% for WeCann (Figure Sl4). Residual standard errors (Figure Sl3),
which tend to indicate the extent of phase mismatch in a cycle (Taylor, 2001), are similar. The detailed nature of these differences reinforces the overall responsiveness similarity ofWeCann and Fluxcom.
The third statistical model, VPM (Model I) is vulnerable to cloud problems for satellite data that are most
troublesome in the tropics. While Fluxcom and WeCann feature EC data, VPM emphasizes satellite sources.
Gap-filled or missing data overlap heavily with periods of high greenness and potentially of peak rainforest GPP. VPM's unusual spatial pattern of rain responsiveness in the Amazon (Figure Sl4) corresponds to
logical wet season peaks in cloud contamination of satellite data retrievals. Photosynthetically active radiation from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction II weather reanalysis is the multiplicative
model component of VPM that cloudiness is most likely to skew. Radiation from weather reanalyzes was
specifically omitted as an input to another statistical model due to the product's high uncertainty (Gentine
et al., 2019; Jung et al. , 2011).
VPM fared poorly in this study's assessments fo r the Amazon rainforest. VPM is more strongly anticorrelated with EC GPP than any other model (r = -0.19). It is the only model for which more rain is associated
with lower GPP overall (Figure 6), and in most precipitation deciles (Figure S2). VPM's response to light also
is an outlier, increasing at every decile with no saturation (Figure S2). The month with lowest GPP for other
models differs from ECs on average by 1.5-3.3 months. VPM averages 4.5 months (Figure S3); The phase of
VPM's seasonal cycle is nearly opposite that of EC GPP at most sites. At no site does VPM simulate minimum G PP during a dry season month. While VPM GPP estimates are unrepresentative of the best reference
data available for the Amazon (Zhang et al. , 2017), a logically underlying reason of cloud contamination
applies most strongly to the tropics and could have little effect on VPM 's accuracy elsewhere.
Summarizing performance of the statistical models, Fluxcom matches EC GPP only weakly with a correlation of 0.37. But the fit is better than for almost all process models. WeCann compares similarly. The fidelity
does not establish the veracity of Fluxcom or WeCann but does verify their anticipated confo rmi ty with EC
GPP. Among the models assessed, Fluxcom and WeCann appear to be the best wall-to-wall estimates of
recent GPP in the Amazon.

4.7. Awareness can Compensate for Some but Not all Problems That Flattening in ESMs Creates
The most important conclusion of this study is that flattening is likely to affect nearly all ESM outputs.
Flattening does not imply criticism or limited value of models. Provided responsiveness to drivers is approximately accurate, flattening only describes a cost of the simplification that is the power behind modeling.
This section comments on direct consequences of flattened outputs and on benchmarking of variance. The
final foc us is the special problems that flattening creates for modeled feedbacks.
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We emphasize accommodation rather than a goal of eliminating flattening in ESMs. On one hand, the
incredibly difficult process of improving ESMs has over time reduced flattening somewhat. Processes and
drivers added to the ESMs in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Comprehensive Assessment
Reports have not greatly reduced uncertainty around mean temperature trends, but greater complexity has
increased the accuracy of simulations (Dahan, 2010). Unless and until models of such large scope as ESMs
include accurate equations and data for nearly all process contributors, however, some flattening will remain. Even if such a remarkable level of model complexity could be achieved, completeness might not
exceed the value of model simplicity (Levins, 1966). Specific to rainforest GPP, the subtle determinants of
seasonality near the equator and difficulty of collecting data in situ mean that progress in modeling probably will remain slower than for other biomes. All of these reasons mean that the important consequences of
flattening will persist. Weather sensitivity describes, by definition, the consequences of a changing climate.
In evaluating models related to climate, we contend that it is usually better to focus more on sensitivity
accuracy than on simulating realistic dynamism.
The simple criterion of modeled variance exceeding benchmark variance is sufficient to establish model
hypersensitivity to drivers. Quantifying the exaggeration requires multiplying the benchmarked outcome's
variance by the explanatory power of a fully descriptive regression. As this study shows, however, even
when uncertainty is significant, qualitatively comparing modeled to benchmarked variance is a useful tool
to identify likely hypersensitivity. Accuracy of outcome variances already is integral to International Land
Model Benchmarking (ILAMB, Collier et al. , 2018) and to many model intercomparison projects (e.g. ,
Houghton et al., 2001; Jupp et al. , 2010; F. Li et al., 2019). While ILAMB eva luates responsiveness through
relationship metrics, that is, variable-to-variable comparisons independent of time, responsiveness to drivers tends to be even more difficult to benchmark than the variance of outputs.
Workarounds exist to predict futu re climate variance despite flattening. The options are valuable because
climate variability itself may bring risk that warrants analysis (e.g. , Bollerslev et al. , 1994; Dutta, 2017;
Tan, 1998). Consequences of outlier weather include wildland fires, droughts, heat waves, floods, and tropical cyclones (Katz & Brown, 1992). Studies of future extreme weather may predict from absolute change
or z-score change in drivers (Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016, e.g.). A conceptually similar option is to build
predictions from simulated history (Camargo, 2013). The need to predict outlier values separately is a compliment to the parent model because it reflects potentially accurate driver responsiveness.
The most problematic consequence of flattening is that low dynamism of intermediate model calculatio ns
can change predicted mean outcomes. Precipitation intensity in the Amazon rainforest is an illustration. In
typical ESM runs, rainfall depth is spread uniformly across a grid cell, for rainforests yielding overabundant
mist with few cloudbursts (Baker et al. , 2019), or too little dynamism. So much rain then evaporates from
tropical leaves that soil water recharge is underestimated. An alternative of cloud superparameterization
that distributes rain non-uniformly within land grid cells improves the realism of tropical GPP but may
distort modeled precipitation elsewhere (Phillips, 2019). Fire modules in ESMs seem likely to face comparable challenges, responsive as they appropriately are to drought. Flattening potentially affects any modeled
feedback loop.
Feasible workarounds to internal distortio n from flattening may be scarce. Finer temporal or spatial resolution in effect adds the missing driver of finer-scale heterogeneity. ESM resolution has increased but will
remain limited by computational capacity and perhaps the resolution of source data. Fully stochastic modeling has major compu tational and other complications, and at present is unrealistic for complex climate
simulations. Most other solutions add pure or proxy randomness to a subset of drivers, as ensembles do
(Farmer & Vogel, 2016). Fuzzy parameters usually manage uncertainty in parameter estimates (Ersoy &
Ytinsel, 2006; Hoffman & Miller, 1983) but also can be used as a proxy fo r statistical noise. Stochastic draws
from exogenous distributions can be added explicitly (Khodaparast et al., 2008; Pelletier, 1997) to increase
model dynamism. Deterministic draws, however, such as from a distribution at calculated percentiles, still
exaggerate effective responsiveness. Rare examples of partial stochasticity embedded within full ESMs are
cloud superparameterization (Randall, 2013) and the Lund-Potsdam-Jena managed Land model's distribution of monthly rainfall to individual days (Poulter, Aragao, et al. , 2010). We do not have more viable solutions fo r internal flattening but point out the challenge as a valuable area for future research.
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5. Conclusions
This study compared 15 process models and three statistical models to GPP estimates from six EC towers in
the Amazon rai nforest. No model replicated the large differences in mean EC GPP across sites. Ten models
had a weaker overall response than EC data to current month's rain, temperature, and light, while eight
models had a stronger response to monthly weather than did EC data. Similarity to Amazon flux towers is
one of many important ESM accuracy metrics. Assuming that EC GPP is somewhat realistic or better, GPP
in lively models is overly responsive to precipitation and in most cases also changes in the opposite direction
as the ECs in response to change in light and temperature. Since temperature will continue to rise and rain
is likely to become more variable, the liveliest models may substantially exaggerate the Amazon's future
change and peril. Nearly accurate deterministic simulation of both sensitivity to drivers and dynamism for
Amazonian GPP is unattainable, because current weather explains so little of EC GPP's dynamism. Flattening is therefore a strong influence.
The role of omitted processes and other contributors to error terms in reducing the dynamism of model
predictions has wide relevance. The variability-sensitivity trade-off recommends skepticism about model
responsiveness when simulated variance is too high. In contrast, low variance of predictions relative to a
benchmark shows potential for accurate driver sensitivity and may deserve acclaim.
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